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Level-Ordered Lexical Insertion:
evidence from speech errors*

Chris Golston
UCLA

`External evidence' has had a strong presence in the construction and evaluation of particular
theories within generative grammar. Word games, metrics, aphasia, language genesis and death, first
and second language acquisition and language change, etc. have been an invaluable source for
providing a `window' on the internal workings of the mind and of the grammar. The study of speech
errors, in particular, has provided external evidence for issues within morphology (e.g., Fry 1969,
Fromkin 1971; Stemberger and Lewis 1986) and phonology (e.g., Fromkin 1968, 1971, 1977;
Stemberger 1982; Shattuck -Hufnagel 1986; see Stemberger 1983 and Fromkin 1988 for a full
review).

In this paper, I will present speech error evidence for a particular theory of lexical insertion based
on sentential stress in English and Ancient Greek (Golston 1990, 1991). Specifically, I will show that
certain common types of speech errors in English support the claim that lexical insertion is level -
ordered, as shown in (1), below.

(1) Level -Ordered Lexical Insertion (LOLI)
Lexical Level (LexIns): Content words inserted
Grammatical Level (GramIns): Function words, inflectional affixes inserted

The first level of lexical insertion (`Lexlns') inserts uninflected lexical stems, i.e., content words
(lexical words', `open class items': nouns, verbs, adjectives, lexical adverbs) with any derivational
affixes. The second level of lexical insertion inserts function words (`non - lexical words', `closed -
class items': prepositions, articles, pronouns, auxiliaries, conjunctions, complementizers, etc.).

Four types of speech errors are examined and, following Garrett (1 980, 1 988), analyzed as
occurring at different processing stages: `word exchanges', `sound exchanges' and `stranding' errors
occur at an earlier processing stage than `shifts'. These different processing stages are then argued to
reflect the grammatical levels argued for in LOLI (namely, Lexlns and Gramins). In this way, a
central part of Garrett's processing model receives a grammatical analogue; conversely, Garrett's
processing model and the speech error data that support it may be taken as evidence for Level- Ordered
Lexical Insertion. The upshot is that when people make speech errors, lexical and grammatical
formatives are affected in different ways (Bierwisch 1971; Fromkin 1971; Garrett 1975, 1980); this
provides evidence for a grammatical model in which lexical and grammatical formatives are subject to
different grammatical processes.

The paper proceeds as follows: following a brief introduction to Level -Ordered Lexical Insertion,
I turn to speech error data, where I try to show that LOLL is able both to adopt the strengths of
Garrett's processing model and to provide a grammatical analogue for it. I also claim that LOLL is
able to provide a better processing model than Garrett's by incorporating the phonological notion of
stray -adjunction into an explanation of `shifts'.

Level-Ordered Lexical Insertion

English sentence -level stress is restricted to lexical items (nouns, verbs, adjectives, lexical
adverbs). In sentences like those in (2), non -lexical items (articles, auxiliaries, pronouns, etc.) are
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stressless and form prosodic units or `stress groups' (indicated by square brackets) with adjacent
content words (a, b).

(2) Sentence -stress and prosodic constituency
a. [The boys] [will miss him] d. [She gàve it] [to Máry]

b. *[Thé] [bóys] [wí11] [miss] [him] e. *[Shé] [gáve] [ít] [tó] [Máry]
c. *[Thé boys] [will miss] [him] f. *[Shé gave] [ít] [tó Mary]

Note that stressed function words result in anomolous sentences, whether they form their own stress
groups (b, e) or are in the stressed position of larger stress groups (c, f).1

There are a number of other proposals for deriving stressless function words in the literature.
Prominent among these are Selkirk's (1984) Principle of the Categorial Invisibility of Function
Words (PCI) and Hayes' (1989) Clitic Group. Selkirk's formulation of the PCI is given below.

(3) Principle of the Categorial Invisibility of Function Words (Selkirk 1984)
If a function word has the labeled bracketing (a) or (b), it will be treated as though it had
the labeled bracketing (c)

a. fwroot[ ]fwroot b. fwword[ ]fwword c. [ ]

Given the PCI, "any rule that crucially mentions the category name or type associated with the labeled
bracketing in its structural description will simply not apply to function words" (1984:343); in
particular, sentence -level stress assignment will be blind to function words. Note the stipulatory
nature of the PCI: it is not clear why function words are invisible to certain mles. Hayes' analysis
demotes function words not by a general principle but by a specific rule; the mle creates a prosodic
constituent (the Clitic Group) out of a content word and any adjacent function words. Hayes'
formulation of the rule is given below2.

(4) Clitic Group Formation (Hayes 1989)
a. Every content word (lexical category) belongs to a separate Clitic Group.
b. Defn.: The host of a Clitic Group is the content word it contains.

Defn.: X and Y share category membership in C if C dominates both X and Y.
Rule: Clitic words are incorporated leftward or rightward into an adjacent

Clitic Group. The group selected is the one in which the clitic shares more
category memberships with the host.

Sentence -level stress is assigned to the hosts of Clitic Groups, thus to the content words (by
definition). A disturbing property of this mle is that it must refer directly to morphological
information (i.e., to the content vs. function word distinction). It thus stands in violation of a basic
tenet of prosodic phonology, that the "information deemed necessary for syntax -phonology mapping
amounts to information about arboreal configuration and phrasal rank bracketed structure;
conspicuously absent is information about syntactic categories, or about morphological specification
of the terminal elements" (Inkelas & Zec 1990:xiii).

Level -Ordered Lexical Insertion avoids the pitfalls of the PCI and of Clitic Group Formation. It
avoids the stipulatory nature of the PCI by expressing the `invisibility' of function words directly in
the form of the grammar and it does so without referring to morphological information in building
prosodic structure, since prosodic structure is built on whatever phonological material is present at the
time. LOLI derives the stresslessness of function words through level -ordering, as shown below.
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(5) Level -Ordered Lexical Insertion (Golston 1990, 1991)
LexIns

(Sentence -Stress Assignment)
GramIns

(Stray -Adj unction)

Prosodic structure above the word is built and sentence -stress is assigned after lexical items have been
inserted but before grammatical words have been inserted. This insures that the latter will be
`invisible' to such rules (capturing the results of the PCI without stipulating it) and keeps the structural
description of these mles from having to refer to morphological information (as on the Clitic Group
analysis). After grammatical items have been inserted they are stray - adjoined into the existing
prosodic structure. Consider a schematic derivation of The bóys will miss him.

(6) The bòys will miss him
Morpheme place- holders a ß.y 6 E 11

LexIns (then sentence -stress) [bay] [miss]
GramIns (then stray -adjunction) [the bòys] [will miss him ]

Morpheme place - holders in the syntax are replaced at Lexical Insertion (Lexlns) by any lexical items
that correspond to them: ß is replaced by boy, E by miss. At this stage, prosodic structure above the
word is built and sentence -level stress is assigned to every phonological string (boy and miss, in this
case). Grammatical words are then inserted (Gramins) and stray -adj oined to the prosodic
constituents formed earlier in the derivation.

(7) Lexlns
IP

NP/\
det N

I I

a boy -y b

NP

miss i -0-- Lexlns

ca

PhonPhrase PhonPhrase\/
IntonPhrase
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LOLL may be expressed as lexical retrieval from two distinct lexicons (Golston 1991; cf. Bradley
1983); according to this 2- Lexicon hypothesis, lexical items (content words and derivational affixes)
are stored in one lexical bin (the `Lexicon') while grammatical items (function words and inflectional
affixes) are stored in another (the `Phrasicon'). Lexlns is shown in (7), with a more complete view of
the syntactic and prosodic structure assumed here.

After Lexlns, each phonological string is assigned the prosodic category ca (word); these cos are
then mapped into Phonological Phrases, which are themselves mapped into higher order constituents

such as Intonational Phrases3. Finally, sentence -level stress is assigned to each ca. At this point,

Gramlns applies, replacing any remaining morpheme place -holders with the corresponding
grammatical items from the Phrasicon (8).

(8) Gramins

NP

det N

the boy z

o.

IP

will

o.

miss

NP

Phrasicon

him -4-- Gramlns -
1

o-

W W

PhonPhrase PhonPhrase

IntonPhrase

After Gramlns, the newly introduced function words and inflectional affixes are stray -adjoined to the
prosodic structure formed earlier (9). Note that monosyllabic function words are inserted as syllables

(Q), and that inflectional affixes such as plural -s are inserted as consonants. The former adjoin to os,

the latter to as (Berendsen 1986).
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(9) Stray - Adjunction
IP

VP

NP/\
det N

V NP

the boy z will miss him Stray Adjunction/ I

a
I

a

CJ CJ

PhonPhrase PhonPhrase

IntonPhrase
This, then, is how LOLL is supposed to work. I turn now to speech error evidence that supports

the claim that lexical insertion is level- ordered. (Additional evidence-both `internal' and 'external'-
may be found outside these areas: Emonds 1985 argues from morphology and syntax that function
words and inflectional affixes are inserted late in the grammatical derivation of a sentence. Garrett
1982, 1984 supplies additional evidence from the speech of agrammatics that grammatical items are
inserted late in the production of a sentence).

Some Common Speech Error Types

Four common types of speech errors support the claim that lexical insertion proceeds in at least
two stages: word exchanges, sound exchanges, stranding and shifts. The first three types affect
primarily lexical items, the last primarily grammatical items; this has led Garrett (1975, 1980) to posit
distinct stages of lexical insertion for processing. According to Garrett's model, lexical morphemes
(nouns, verbs, etc.) are inserted into planning frames before the grammatical features of those frames
have been spelled out as function words and inflectional affixes4. This allows a processing level (the
Functional level of representation, `F') at which only lexical formatives are available; it is at this stage
that word exchanges, sound exchanges and stranding errors are hypothesized to occur, modeling the
fact that function words and inflectional affixes are not affected by these processes. At a later level of
processing (the Positional level of representation), features of the planning frame are spelled out as
grammatical formatives; it is at this stage that shifts occur, modeling the fact that content words and
derivational affixes do not participate in this type of error.

A significant problem with Garrett's analysis has been that the levels of representation he posits
for the processing model do not fit any levels of representation used in grammatical theory. This is
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where LOLI steps in. LOLI provides a grammatical model on which Garrett's processing model
may draw: it provides, so to speak, the competence behind the performance. The de ails of this are
laid out in (10).

(10) Speech Error Types and LOLI
Speech Error Type LOLL stage
Word Exchanges
Sound Exchanges
Stranding
Shifts

Lexlns
Lexlns
Lexlns
GramIns

Morphemes affected
Content words
Content words
Content word stems
Function words, Inflectional affixes

Let us turn, then, to these types of speech errors to see how they support the claims of LOLI.

Word Exchanges

`Word exchanges' involve exchanging one word in a sentence with another; a sample is given in (11)
(from Fromkin 1973; examples marked `G' from Garrett 1980). Note that word exchanges usually
respect grammatical category: nouns are exchanged with nouns, verbs with verbs, etc.

(11) Word exchanges
the cost of the cleaning of the carpet
Seymour sliced the salami with a knife
the...organization takes place in the plant
threw the clock through the window
a fifty -pound bag of dog food
a half -eaten bag of candy
I didn't get a cover with my copy
a tank of gas
what grammar will a child learn
the unique feature of factor analysis
used the key to open the door
the quake caused extensive damage in the valley
a small body of compositions written for these

instruments
Hey, Mike, have you heard

the joke about...
the worst for both schools
Hockett's 'State of the Art'
the problem of subject raising
a lighter for every purse
a job for his wife
wine is being served at dinner
Older men tend to choose younger wives (G)
As you sow, Roger, so shall you reap (G)
No one is talking you into taking (a nap) (G)

> the clèaning of the còst of the cárpet
> Sèymour sliced the knife with a salámi
> the...organization takes plànt in the pláce
> threw the window through the clock
> a fifty pound dog of bag food
> a half bag of eaten candy
> ...a copy with my cover
> a gas of tank
> what child will a grammar learn
> the unique factor of feature analysis
> ...the door to open the key
> ...extensive valley in the damage
> ...body of instruments...for these

compositions
> Hey, joke, have you heard

the Mike about
> the both for worst schools
> ...art of the state
> the subject of problem raising
> a purse for every lighter
> a wife for his job
> dinner is being served at wine
> ...choose to tend younger wives.
> As you reap, Roger, so shall you sow
> ...taking you into talking...

As Garrett points out, "the elements which engage in exchanges are themselves almost exclusively
major category items, or what we will call 'open class vocabulary' (1980:200)5. His processing
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model accounts for this by positing that lexical and grammatical words are entered into speech
production at different times; word exchanges happen before grammatical words are entered in.

LOLL provides an independently motivated grammatical model for Garrett's production model.
The exclusion of grammatical items in word exchanges may be modeled using LOLI as shown in
(12).

(12) LOLL and Word Exchanges
LexIns -> Word Exchanges occur here

(Sentence Stress Assignment)
GramIns

(Stray -Adj unction)

It has long been noted (Boomer & Laver 1968; Fromkin 1973; others) that sentence -stress is
preserved under word exchanges -i.e., that exchanged words do not take the level of stress appropriate
to their target position with them. A phrase such as a jòb for his wife is realized as a wife for his jób
with the same [2....1] stress as its target (rather than hypothetical *a wife for his jòb). Fromkin (1973)
and Garrett (1980) take this as evidence that sentence -stress is assigned before words are entered into a
sentence, in sharp contrast to the order of events given in LOLL (according to which sentence -stress is
assigned after Lexlns). But this cannot be so. To see why, consider the data in (13). Before lexical
insertion, (a) and (b) and (c) share the same syntactic features (proper names and pronouns in English
are both analyzed as NPs: neither take determiners, neither can occur with complements, etc.). If
phrasal stress is assigned equally to anything labeled NP, a deviant stress pattern results in (d) (cf. e,
f).

(13) a. Tom hoped [she]Np would study linguistics.
b. Tom hoped [Mary]Np would study linguistics.
c. Tom hoped [undergraduates]Np would study linguistics.
d. * Tam haped slat would stùdy linguistics.
e. Tam 'taped Mary would stùdy linguistics.
f. Tam haped ùndergraduates would stùdy linguistics.

Thus, the Fromkin and the Garrett models mistakenly predict that pronouns (she), proper names
(Mary) and one -word noun phrases (undergraduates) will receive the same degree of sentence- stress.
LOU, on the other hand, correctly limits sentence -level stress to lexical NPs. Similar arguments
could be made for the stresslessness of non - lexical verbs (can, will, be, etc.) as opposed to lexical
verbs.

Derivations for a jòb for his wife and a wife for his jób are given below. Note that LOU correctly
models the fact that stress is the same in both cases.

(14) Retention of sentence- stress under word exchanges
morpheme place -holders a ß y b E a ß y b E

LexIns a job y b wife a wife y b job
Sentence -level stress a jab y b wife a wife y b jób

Gramins a jab for his wife a wife for his jób
Stray - Adjunction [a jab] [for his wife] [a wife] [for his jób]
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Sound Exchanges

`Sound exchanges' involve the exchange of segments or groups of segments between words.
Sound exchanges are strictly constrained by syllable position: onsets exchange with onsets, nuclei
with nuclei, rhymes with rhymes, codas with codas (Nooteboom 1969; MacKay 1969, 1970;
Fromkin 1968). By far the most common type of sound exchange involves the onset of two words
(15) (from Fromkin 1973). Vowels may also exchange, though much less commonly than
consonants (Shattuck -Hufnagel 1986); coda consonants exchange with one another, though this,
again, is much less common.

(15) Sound exchanges (initial consonants)
left hemisphere
with this ring I thee wed
keep a tape
Hockett or Lamb
Lakoffs and Zimmers
you better stop for gas
Roman Jakobson
well made
lawfully joined together
Katz and Fodor
copy of my paper
he taught courses
a two pen set
boggy marsh
guinea pig hair
New York
I have baked a cake
my money is running out
the sign thing
if the cap fits
heap of rubbish
cold hard cash
rope tow
wind mill
wine racks

> heft lemisphere
> ...wing...red
> ...[tijp] a cape
> locket or ham
> zakoffs and limmers
> you getter stop for bass
> Yoman Rakobson
> mell wade
> jawfully loined...
> fats and kodor
> poppy of my caper
> ...caught torses
> ...sen pet
> moggy barsh
> ...hig pair
> Yew Nork
> ...caked a bake
> ...runny is moning...
> the thine sing
> if the fap kits
> reap of hubbish
> hold card cash
> tope row
> mind ([minned]) will
> rhine wacks

Sound exchanges are limited almost exclusively to lexical items; grammatical words very rarely
undergo sound exchanges. I know of only 3 cases in UCLA corpus, given in (16).

(16) Sound exchanges involving function words
I must leave at five sharp
that's not for me to say
we shouldn't

> I lust weave
> for see to may
> she wouldn't

FW-CW
FW-CW
FW-FW

As with word exchanges, Garrett accounts for this skewed distribution (15 vs. 16) by proposing that
sound exchanges occur at a processing level at which function words are not represented: these errors
occur before function words (and inflection) are inserted. Again, LOLL provides a competence model
for Garrett's performance model (17).
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(17) LOLI and Sound exchanges
LexIns -> Sound exchanges occur here

(Sentence -Stress Assignment)
GramIns

(Stray - Adjunction)

An alternative explanation for the absence of function words in sound exchanges is that sound
exchanges involve only sounds in stressed syllables. This would account for the data in (15)
straightforwardly. This is because the vast majority of content words in English speech are
monosyllabic: `sounds in stressed syllables' and `sounds in content words' make the same
predictions for all but a small fraction of the data available. Such a view, although initially plausible,
suffers from a number of shortcomings. First, experimentally induced speech errors with polysyllabic
words indicate that the primary condition for sound exchanges involving initial consonants is not
lexical stress but word -initial position (Shattuck -Hufnagel 1983, 1986). Since function words also
have onsets, something more needs to be said to explain why they are so rarely involved in sound
exchanges. Garrett makes the point by showing that [P N] structures rarely if ever undergo
exchanges while [V N] structures commonly do:

In the MIT corpus, there are no clear examples of an exchange between a preposition and any
element of either its own NP argument or any elements of any other NP. This is particularly
interesting given the fact that for sound exchanges and stranding exchanges, verbs do interact
with an NP head. (1980:191)

If prepositions have not yet been inserted at the point at which exchange errors occur, they are not
expected to undergo exchanges with nominal complements; but quite the contrary for verbs, since they
are inserted at the same time as nominals.

Second, stress is not a binary but an n -ary relation: the words of a sentence are not merely stressed
or stressless; the notion of stress is inherently relational in a way that makes lexical stress' a difficult
concept to apply in modeling speech errors. Consider the data in (18) (Fromkin 1973 --stress levels
indicated in original by means of integers: [3_1] and [3...2...1]).

(18) Stress levels and sound exchanges

x x
X X X

X X X X X

X X x x X X X X x X

a. [parklz pijp] b. broke the whistle on my crotch
(for peoples park) (for broke the crystal on my watch)

As (18) shows, sounds may exchange from syllables with fairly unequal ([3...1], [2...1]) stress.
Indeed, since one of the words involved is usually the most stressed word in the phrase (Boomer &
Laver 1968), sound exchanges typically involve words with different stress levels. Citing stress as the
crucial factor fails to explain why broke and the are far less likely to be involved in a sound exchange
than crystal and broke: both pairs of words differ by the same degree of stress.
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Stranding errors

Stranding involves leaving behind inflectional affixes when lexical stems exchange (19) (from UCLA

corpus).

(19) Stranded infectional affixes
a. Plural -s

sweeping streets
many people think he's the most underrated

player in the nation
get your elbows off the table
a floor full of holes
she has pain in her legs
there are more ministers in the church
bunnies don't eat steak
a weekend for maniacs
one uncle and two aunts
as I was putting the books on the shelf
seven runs in one inning
a shelf full of cookbooks
rules of word- formation
three- subject degrees
I can give you some top -of- the -head thoughts

b. Possessive -'s
an aunt's money
the guy's name
George's lab
I haven't got Leon's luo

c. 3rd Singular -s
he always keeps a pack
it goes to show

d. Past -ed
the tie dropped out of the bag
I have baked a cake
my check cashed
a watched pot never boils
we've learned to love mountains
you're getting payed for playing
I have to get my check cashed
I like to have my back scratched
I passed the threshold

e. Participial -ing
sweeping streets
you're getting payed for playing
I have no way of knowing

f. Comparative -er
she has a sweeter flute than he has
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> streeting sweeps
> many players think...

> ...tables off the elbow
> a hole full of floors
> ...leg in her pains
> ...churches in the minister
> steaks don't eat bunny
> a maniac for weekends
> one aunt and two uncles
> ...the sheifs on the book
> seven innings in one run
> ...full of bookcooks
> words of rule- formation
> three -degree subjects
> ...top -of -the- thought heads

> a money's aunt
> the name's guy
> lab's George
> ...luo's Leon

> ...packs a keep
> it shows to go

> ...the drop tied out of the bag
> ...caked a bake
> my cash checked
> a potted watch never boils
> we've loved to learn mountains
> ...played for paying
> I have to get my cash checked
> ...scratch backed
> I threshed the passhold

> streetg sweeps
> ...played for payi
> ...way know of waying

> fluter sweet



Stranding errors such as these provide Garrett with evidence that lexical items are inserted into
planning frames that encode grammatical morphemes: when lexical items are inserted into the wrong
slots in a planning frame, they surface with the wrong grammatical morphemes attached to them.

Stranded derivational affixes are very rare; the only clear cases I know of appear in (20) (UCLA

corpus).

(20) Stranded derivational affixes
a language learner needs
that would be like motherhood and apple pie
return your call

> a language needer learns
> applehood and mother pie
> recall your turn

Garrett uses this as evidence that only inflectional affixes are partof the planning frame; hence only
they are stranded. Again, LOLL provides a grammatical model for Garrett's processing model, as
shown in (21):

(21) LOLI and Word exchanges
Lexlns

(Sentence- Stress Assignment)
Gramins

(Stray - Adjunction)

-> Stranding occurs here

The UCLA corpus provides an interesting problematic case: a significant number (at least four clear
cases) of stranded adverbial -ly affixes occur (22).

(22) Stranded adverbial -ly
linguistically significant
obviously vocational
steadily worse
clearly enough

> significally linguisticant
> vocationally obvious
> worsei steady
> enoughly clear

If such cases are to be modeled using LOLI, adverbial -ly must be inserted at Gramins -i.e., it must be
treated as an inflectional affix. Interestingly, the homophonous adjectival suffix -ly (friendly,
neighborly) is never stranded as far as I can tell. Note that it is only the latter whose derivational status
is clear: adjectival -ly creates words that themselves may take other derivational affixes (friend -li -ness,
neighbor -li- ness). Adverbial -ly creates words that never take derivational affixes ( *clear- li- ness)6; in

this respect, it is a `terminal' suffix just like other inflectional affixes.
A derivation of a stranding error is given in (23)

(23) A watched pòt nèver boils > A pòtted wàtch nèver bolls
Morpheme place holders a ß,y b E fl,

Lexlns (Stranding error) a pot--y watch never boil -n

Sentential Stress Assignment a pot -y wàtch nèver boíl -n

Gramlns a pot-d wàtch nèver boll-z
Stray- Adjunction [a potted] [ wàtch] [ nèver] [boils )

Note that the inflectional affixes represented by a, y and n represent features of Garrett's planning
frame and are not yet inserted when lexical stems shift. Not so for derivational affixes, which are
inserted at the same time as lexical words according to LOLI. Hence the fact that derivational affixes
tend to move with the rest of the stem rather than be stranded with inflection. Thus in (24) the derived
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word player (play + er) moves: we do not get *many play -s think he's the most underrated people -er

in the nation.

(24) many people think he's the most underrated > many players. think...
player in the nation

Shifts

Shifts involve misplaced function words or inflectional affixes, often at a large distance. They provide
striking evidence that function words and inflectional affixes work as a class in speech production,
since content words and derivational affixes do not undergo shifts. Shifts involving inflectional
affixes are given in (25) (UCLA corpus).

(25) Shifts: Inflectional Affixes
a. Plural -s

transducerS array_
we have several printS out_
for the rest of my talkS I'm going to do two thing
all the phone_ rangS
EPL_ tendS to be

b. Possessive -'s
Jerry_ pancake'S house
this is Ralph and my'S article

c. 3rd Singular -s
if she want_ to comeS here
she make_ sureS
add_ upS to
it come_ onS at
and Rachel come_ inS
he end_ upS
when someone come_ upS to me
what lies JoeS tell_

d. Participial -en
I'd forgot_ aboutEN that

e. Participial -ing
I'm pay_ forING it all together
I should be shut_ upING
as I keepING suggest

f. Verb- Particle
people tend UP to make -_ words
it must have been an UP put -_ job

Derivational affixes rarely shift; the two cases I know of are given in (26) (UCLA corpus).

(26) Shifts: Derivational Affixes (rare)
sanitary inspector > INsanitary spectre
I over -heard you and Mommy talking > I _heard you and Mommy OVER - talking
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Interestingly, the adverbial suffix -ly tends to shift as well (27) (UCLA corpus), adding additional
evidence that it is inflectional (since otherwise only inflectional affixes shift).

(27) Shifts: adverbial -ly
clear_ enoughLY
easy_ enoughLY
logical_ speakingLY
what does it mean to be high_ verbalLY

Again, I have found no cases of shifts involving adjectival -ly (e.g., *a friend_ neighborLY for a
friendly neighbor). Both in stranding and in shifts, then, adjectival -ly and adverbial -ly pattern
differently; the former patterns with derivational affixes, the latter with inflectional affixes.

Shifts also involve function words (28) (UCLA corpus). Note that multiple categorizations are
possible below: e.g., a card I just sent him to could be a result of a shifted pronoun (shifting him to
the left), a shifted preposition (shifting to rightwards) or even a word exchange (exchanging to and
him). Cases such as what's it meant to be done with are more straightforward and allow only one
categorization (shifting of it leftwards).

(28) Shifts: Function Words
a. Pronominal

a...card I just sent him to
what's it meant to be done with
I had it planned all out
I would like to all remind you
the girl who taught /last year
you want to send me somebody else to you
there's a crazy card I just sent him to
Bever refers it to only in one form
I can her hear
how he can get it done in time
but when you will leave?
why you do miss teaching when you're on leave
are going you to the Renaissance Faire this year?

b. Preposition
he's been. a long around time
how much do you want for this
the way we can characterize the situation would by be
I don't see in any reason
I don't want to part this book with too long
she was waiting her husband for

c. Article
he has spent the most of time on his synthesis
an on unfortunate day

d. Adverbial
what I'm working then on
what I'm there saying
Billie Jean is picking her back way up
I once think I could do this
you're in a more better position, you're
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it's all almost _finished
the really thing I like
I hate to really correct exams
but my English teacher doesn't know what she's reuily doing

e. Auxiliary
I say that because I don't want to go to Mexico
I__ glad I'm wasn't there
the meaning cannot, a function be of truth
why do have we

Garrett (1980) discusses shifts extensively and uses them as additional evidence that grammatical
items are inserted later than lexical items. But his model makes shifts somewhat mysterious: if they
are part of the `planning frame', why don't they stay put? Garrett's model, it seems, is too well
geared towards explaining stranding (where grammatical items remain in the correct frame position)
to explain shifts.

Here LOLL provides a better model. Function words and inflectional affixes are stray -adjoined to
existing prosodic structure, whereas content words and derivational affixes have prosodic structure
built upon them. Thus function words and inflectional affixes are both (1) the only morphemes that
need to be stray -adj oined and (2) the only morphemes that undergo shifts. With this in mind, we can
model shifts as stray -adjunction: grammatical morphemes `shift' when they are stray -adjoined to the
wrong words (29).

(29) Shifts as misguided stray -adjunction
IP

VP

NP

det N

I V NP

the boy z will kiss her Stray Adjunction
I I

w

PhonPhrase PhonPhrase

IntonPhrase
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This is possible because of the phonological nature of stray -adjunction, which is to prosodic

constituents, not to morphological or syntactic constituents. In short, shifts result from a mismatch of

prosodic and morpho-syntactic hosts (cf. Inkelas 1989): a stray function word or inflectional affix

finds the right prosodic host (co or 6) on the wrong morpho- syntactic host. The result is
phonologically well -formed but syntactically and morphologically anomolous. Shifts may be
modeled using LOLL as in (29).

Conclusion

When people make speech errors, lexical and grammatical morphemes are affected in different

ways. Garrett's processing model reflects this. But such a processing model is difficult to assess

without some grammatical interpretation of the levels of representation it posits. Level- Ordered

Lexical Insertion provides a competence model whose levels correspond straightforwardly to those of

Garrett's performance model. A hopeful sign that LOLI is on the right track in providing a
psychologically real grammatical model of sentence -stress comes from the analysis of shifts available

on this model: here LOLI is able not only to provide a grammatical model for Garrett's performance

model, but also to improve on his performance model by introducing stray -adjunction as an on-line

process whose (mis- )application is directly observable in shifts.

Footnotes

* I would like to thank members of the UCLA Phonology seminar for their help in straightening out

some of the theoretical issues raised here, especially (but in no particular order) Tom Cornell, Vicki

Fromkin, Bruce Hayes, and Donca Steriade. Thanks also go to participants of the Arizona Phonology

Conference for their stimulating questions and comments; special thanks here to Juliette Blevins.

Responsibility for errors and infelicities is (sadly) my own.

1. Contrastive stress, on the other hand, can appear almost anywhere: e.g., The boys will miss HIM,

not HER. See Selkirk (1984) for discussion.
2. For additional discussion and a slight revision of the Clitic Group, see Nespor & Vogel (1986).

Their revision involves the addition of directional clitics, function words that lean to the left (`enclitic')

or right (`proclitic') regardless of their syntactic constituency.
3. For more discussion of the prosodic hierarchy above the word, see Hayes (1989) and Nespor &

Vogel (1986). I have left the Utterance (Phrase) out for ease of exposition; nothing rests on this.

4. Garrett argues for an additional level of representation (the Message representation, `M') at which

word substitutions (`mushroom' for `moustache', `sword' for `arrow', etc.) occur. I will not discuss

this level here as it does not bear directly on LOLI.

5. I have simplified the facts here somewhat. Garrett points out that prepositions also undergo word

exchanges:
How much can I buy it for you from?
Write a request for tickets at two for the box office.
which was parallel, to a certain sense, in an experience of...

He maintains that preposition -exchanges occur at the same processing level as other word exchanges

because they are, at that level, lexical categories. At a later stage they are treated as non - lexical

categories and at that stage they are involved in shifts (which otherwise affect only grammatical

items). We may add that pronouns are often involved in exchanges as well (data from Fromkin

1973):
he'll call to find out when I wanted him > ...when he wanted me

to pick me up to pick him up
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your keys are in my purse > my keys are in your purse
I didn't know Ravel had it in him > ...had him in it
would you ask her to call me > ...ask me to call her
he taught it to us > ...us to it

This makes Garrett's analysis of prepositions less convincing: are both prepositions and pronouns to
be construed by the processor as lexical at one level and grammatical at another? I think a simpler
solution is at hand: let word exchanges occur at both LexIns and at GramIns. In this case, of course,
word exchanges are no longer evidence for level -ordered lexical insertion, though they may easily be
modeled by it.

It is interesting to note that the tendency of word exchanges to respect grammatical category (N for
N, V for V, P for P...) is not always respected. Consider the following cases of cross -category word
exchanges (Fromkin 1988, 1973, respectively):

Does Jack smoke? > Does smoke Jack? (NP, V)
you got as far as typing page one > ...as far as page typing one (V, N)

Despite such cross -category word exchanges, T have been able to find no such cases involving an
exchange of a preposition or a pronoun with a lexical word; this would be expected if all lexical
exchanges occur at one stage (usually, but not always respecting category) and all grammatical
exchanges occur at. another (usually, but not always respecting category). Note that we should also get
some cases of grammatical exchanges that do not respect category, e.g., preposition with pronoun.
Possible cases of this follow (though they might also be analyzed as shifts):

there's a crazy card I just sent to him > there's a crazy card T just sent him to
how much do you want for this? > how much do you want this for?

Clearly, more work needs to be done here; exchange errors provide only weak evidence for LOLI at

present.
6. Indeed, adverbs in general take no derivational affixes in English. Note also that some adverbial
endings (e.g., the -s in He conies Mondays Tuesdays and weekends) are derived historically from
inflectional endings (here, the genitive). See Anttila (1989:80) for discussion.
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